
 

Abstract—Because emails are private information, it is hard 

to acquire enough authentic data to build a corpus of emails. 

Email headers, however, do not involve email bodies, thus have 

less privacy. An email header, which contains the recipient, the 

sender, and a lot of other key information about the email 

sending process, has a high value for related research. This 

paper proposes an idea for building a corpus of email headers 

for the first time. The idea is to encrypt sensitive data via Secure 

Hash Algorithm when collecting key fields in email headers. All 

corpus data can be examined by volunteers themselves to 

confirm that no privacy remains. For ease of use, each data in 

this corpus contains is labeled with the number of recipients, the 

sending and receiving geographical locations, the user's social 

attributes such as country, language, job, professional, and so 

on, where some information of user's social attributes are 

obtained through questionnaires. The corpus can be applied to 

the research fields such as community discovery, users' 

relationship analysis, email classification, and spam email 

recognition, etc. Moreover, the method for building a corpus of 

email headers proposed in this paper can also be applied for 

other corpus data collection work where users' privacy 

protection is necessary. 

 
Index Terms—Corpus, mail header, SHA, privacy protection, 

corpus labeling, social network, spam. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, telephone, Line, WeChat, and other real-time 

communication tools become the most popular 

communication methods for people. In formal occasions, 

however, such as scientific researches, commercial activities, 

and office work, email remains as the most frequently used 

Internet communication method. Researches surrounding 

email include recognition and filtering of spam emails [1], [2], 

email networks [3], email-related data mining [4], etc. For all 
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such researches, sample data are needed. Unfortunately, 

because emails involve personal privacy, it is hard to acquire 

a large quantity of authentic email data, especially when these 

email data are used in a public corpus that will be provided to 

all scientific researchers. Some researchers in the research 

field about email could only acquire several thousands of 

emails from volunteers despite much effort they have made, 

and most of which are spam emails. 

Public email corpora currently available on the Internet 

include Enron, TREC, SpamAssassin, CSDMC, Maildb, 

Ling-Spam, etc [4]-[6]. The emails in Ling-Spam contain 

email bodies only, which are all encrypted. The mails in other 

corpora contain both email headers and bodies. Among these 

corpora, Enron is the most authentic and complete email 

corpus, which comes from 150 managers of U.S.-based 

Enron Corporation. The Enron corpus is attributed to a pure 

accident. Were it not the famous inspection of the U.S 

government on the Enron incident, the Enron corpus would 

not exist. All other email corpora except Enron are occupied 

by emails that are considered as unimportant by users (e.g. 

spam emails), and the authenticity and completeness of these 

emails are not guaranteed. Although these corpora played an 

important role in related research fields in the last decade, 

most of them were built a decade ago. It is necessary to build 

new corpora to reflect the features of emails of recent years.  

If we can solve the problem of personal privacy protection, 

it might be easier to acquire a large number of email data. In 

consideration of the high research value of email headers and 

their less privacy level, the authors propose a method for 

building a corpus of email headers that can protect personal 

privacy. With this method, the research team has collected 

over 80,000 pieces of email headers and over 90,000 records 

of email sending and receiving within two weeks. With these 

data and the existing email corpora, the research team has 

built a corpus consisting of 3.8 million pieces email headers. 

The corpus can be applied to in the research fields such as of 

community discovery [7], users' relationship analysis [8], 

email classification and spam email recognition [9]-[11], etc.  

The remains of the paper are organized as follows: We 

introduce email header in the next section and show the 

method used to protect user’s personal privacy in Section III. 

Section IV explains the method for data collection and 

cleansing, and Section V introduces data labeling. Lastly, we 

give our concluding remarks in Section VI. 

 

II. EMAIL HEADER 

A hand-written letter is comprised of two parts — 

envelope and content in the envelope. The envelope is mainly 

used to provide the information, which mainly contains the 
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recipient's name and address as well as the sender's name and 

address, required by the postal office for delivery purpose. 

After the sender posts off his/her letter, the letter will be 

transferred from one postal office to others within the postal 

system according to the address written on the envelope, and 

finally arrive at the postal office where the recipient is located. 

The postman will then deliver the letter to the recipient. The 

email system operates in almost the same way as the postal 

system, except that hand-written letters are replaced by 

emails, and postal offices are replaced by email servers. An 

email is also comprised of two parts – email header and email 

body, where the email header is like the envelope, and the 

email body is like the content in the envelope.  

The email header of an email mainly contains information 

related to email sending, in which the most important is the 

recipient's name and address, and the second important is the 

sender's name and address. Besides, it contains information 

about the email servers involved in the process of sending the 

email via Internet, and other related information. Fig. 1 shows 

an email header.  

 

 
Fig. 1. An example file of email header submitted by a volunteer. 

 

Email protocols include RFC822, POP, SMTP, MIME, etc. 

According to the RFC822 protocol, an email must contain the 

header and the body. This protocol also requires that the 

standard fields must be contained in the header, some of 

which will be filled out by the sender, and some will be filled 

out by the email server automatically. The protocol has no 

requirements on the body, which is also similar to a 

hand-written letter. 

There are over 20 standard fields in the header set by the 

RFC822 protocol. Among these 20+ fields, most are optional 

except From, To, Date, and a few other fields. Therefore, the 

fields contained in the headers of different emails may be 

very different. Table I gives a list of the standard fields 

frequently seen in email headers. 

Besides the standard fields, RFC822 also allows email 

servers to use non-standard and customized fields. These 

fields usually start with X-, such as X-Mailer, 

X-Originating-IP, and so on. Some of these fields customized 

by email servers have also a high value. For example, 

X-Originating-IP records the original IP address of the sender 

where he/she sends out an email. If Outlook, Foxmail, or 

other email clients are used to edit and send an email, then in 

most cases this IP address will be the real IP address of the 

sender. 

We can obtain a lot of information by analyzing email 

headers. With these information, we will be able to conduct 

research work in many aspects. For example, we can build the 

social network of email users, find out communities, and 

locate key users based on the recipient and the sender; we can 

also recognize and filter out spam emails based on the sender, 

email subject, sending route, digital signature, and so on 

[12]-[14]. 

 
TABLE I: STANDARD FIELDS FREQUENTLY SEEN IN EMAIL HEADERS 

Field Description 

To The recipient's email address 

From The sender's email address 

Date Email sending time 

CC Copy to 

Subject Email subject 

Received Sending route 

Return-Path Address to be replied to 

Delivered-To Address to be delivered to 

Message-Id Message ID 

MIME-Version MIME version 

Content-Type Content type 

 

III. USERS' PERSONAL PRIVACY PROTECTION 

Compared with email bodies, email headers involve much 

less personal private information. Users are mainly 

concerned with the sender’s email address, the recipient’s 

email address, and the subject in an email header. Because 

the sender’s email address and the recipient’s email address 

are two key data for the corpus of an email header and have 

the most value, we need to collect them in our corpus of email 

headers. In order to protect users’ personal privacy, we can 

use an encryption algorithm to hide real email addresses. 

Apart from ruling out the possibility of decryption after data 

are encrypted, we need also to consider the one-to-one 

correlation between the real addresses and the corresponding 

encrypted email addresses. The subject is crucial to 

recognition of spam emails and other researches, however, in 

order to protect users' privacy, we will encrypt it.  

In order to collect email headers with protection of users’ 

privacy, we use Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA) to by 

encrypting sensitive data in email headers. SHA is a family of 

cryptographic hash functions designed by the United States 

National Security Agency and published by the National 

Institute of Standards and Technology. The versions include 

SHA-1, SHA-224, SHA-256, SHA-384, SHA-512, etc.[15] 

SHA has two major features. One is that no recovery can be 

made after encryption. This means that encrypted texts can't 

be decrypted to get original plain texts. Second, two different 

messages wouldn't have identical encrypted text. Our mail 

header collection work consists of the following two steps. 

Step 1: In the data collection stage, instead of obtaining 

complete email headers, we extract key information to 

generate key-value pairs of the fields in email headers, i.e., in 

the "field name: field value" format. For any key-value pair, 

the field name is the standard field name defined in RFC822, 

and the field value is users' own data. The field name and the 
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field value are separated, so that the field value can be 

processed later if necessary. 

Step 2: Encrypt users’ sensitive data such as recipient’s 

mail addresses and sender’s email addresses by use of SHA. 

After the recipient’s email addresses and the sender’s email 

address are encrypted by SHA, the email addresses will turn 

into unknown codes. Moreover, the features of the SHA 

encryption method can guarantee that each email address 

would always have the same code after it is encrypted. In this 

way, on the one hand, users' personal privacy can be 

protected, and on the other hand, data usability can be 

retained. 
 

 

Fig. 2. An example file of email header submitted by a volunteer. 

IV. DATA COLLECTION AND CLEANSING 

A. Data Collection Method 

In usual, people will prefer to take things out from their 

pockets and give them to others rather than allow others to 

find things in their pockets and take them away. Likewise, 

compared with reading users' email data directly, we find that 

it is much more acceptable for users to provide email data by 

themselves. Users will feel more reassured if they can 

distinctly check the data which they will submit, and delete 

the data which they consider as sensitive before they submit. 

For this reason, we designed a system for extracting email 

headers and provided it to volunteers for processing their 

own email data. The system will store the extracted email 

headers in a file, which can be viewed by the corresponding 

volunteer; the volunteer can delete any data in the file. After 

confirming all data, the volunteer will submit the file to us. 

Fig. 2 shows an example file of email headers submitted by a 

volunteer. 

 

 

Fig. 3. The received field of an email header. 

 

B. Data Collection Object 

Because there are optional standard fields and customized 

fields in email headers, there might be different fields 

contained in the email headers sent from different email 

servers. The email data in the corpus finally built in this paper 

come from 51,967 different email servers. Among them, 

44,705 email servers contributed less than 10 emails. 

Because it is difficult to consider all email servers, in this 

paper, we only selected part of the key and standard fields 

and some important customized fields described in the 

RFC822 protocol. Table II gives a list of these fields and the 

corresponding processing methods. 

The ―Received‖ field records the detailed history of an 

email being transmitted on the Internet. The email shown in 

Fig. 3 has up to 23 entries in its ―Received‖ field. Because 

these data are created by email servers, and senders cannot 

forget them, they are very useful in the anti-spam field 

(reverse DNS resolution). Therefore, ―Received‖ field is a 

very important field. 

During data collection, every ―Received‖ field added by 

email servers will be split into two parts: ―From‖ and ―By‖. 

All IP addresses in the ―From‖ part will be extracted and 

stored separately. 

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

    

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
  

 
  

    

 

The whole information in the ―Received‖ field of an email 

header will be finally combined into six key-value pairs. 

―ReceivedFromIP‖, ―ReceivedFrom‖ are extracted from the 

first ―Received‖ field, ―ReceivedBy‖ is extracted from the 

last ―Received‖ field, ―ReceivedFromIPList‖, 
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TABLE II: HEADER FIELDS USED IN THIS PAPER AND THEIR PROCESSING 

METHOD

Field Processing 

Method

Field Processing 

Method

To
SHA 

encryption
Return-Path

SHA 

encryption

From
SHA 

encryption
Delivered-To

SHA 

encryption

Date Unchanged Message-Id Unchanged

CC
SHA 

encryption
MIME-Version Unchanged

Subject
SHA 

encryption
Content-Type Unchanged

Received
Split &

combine
X-Mailer Unchanged

X-Originating-IP Unchanged DKIM-Signature Unchanged



―ReceivedFromList‖, and ―ReceivedByList‖ record the 

values of the complete history record of ―FromIP‖, ―From‖, 

and ―By‖. 

C. Data Cleansing and Organizing 

Because spam emails may intentionally hide or forge 

information, and not all email servers are managed in a 

standard way, we may meet various problems when 

extracting email headers. To guarantee data quality in our 

corpus, it is necessary to cleanse and organize the raw data 

submitted by volunteers. For example, we need to cleanse 

―From:=?UTF-8?B?5LqO5re8LeS4remrmOaVmQ==?= 

<yumiao_zgj05@163.com>"into―From:yumiao_zgj05@163

.com‖. 

Moreover, we often encounter invalid data during data 

collection. For example, ―From‖ is normally the sender's 

email address, ―To‖ is the recipient's email address, and both 

of the two fields should be found in any email header. 

However, in some email headers, the two fields might not 

exist, be empty or be invalid. In such cases, we need to extract 

―Return-Path‖ and ―Delivered-To‖ fields. ―Return-Path‖ is 

the reply address of an email; thus, if necessary, we can use its 

value as a substitute for ―From‖ field value. ―Delivered-To 

field‖ is the recipient's mail address added by the email 

sender server. In the cases where both ―To‖ field and 

―Delivered-To‖ field have a value, the value of 

―Delivered-To‖ field is usually more reliable. Therefore, at 

the data cleansing stage, we use the ―Delivered-To‖ field 

value as the ―To‖ field value if the "―From‖" is valid. 

On the other hand, as the example shown in Fig. 4, In the 

case where both the ―From‖ field value and the ―To‖ field 

value in the email header are invalid, and there is neither 

Return-Path‖ field nor ―Delivered-To‖ field, we will give up 

the email header data.  

 

 
Fig. 4. An example of invalid email header. 

 

V. DATA LABELING 

A. Labeling of Emails with More Than One Recipient 

“To‖, ―CC‖, and ―Delivered-To‖ fields in an email 

header are all recipient’s email addresses. Normally an email 

header would have ―To‖ field, which contains at least one 

recipient’s email address. When someone is sent a copy, the 

email header would also have ―CC‖ field, which possibly 

contains one or more recipients’ email addresses. Among all 

emails that we have collected, the maximum number of 

recipients’ email addresses in ―To‖ field of an email is 1029. 

For convenience to be used in the future, in our corpus, 

emails are labeled according to their number of recipient 

emails that we have collected, the maximum number of 

recipients’ email addresses in ―To‖ field of an email is 1029. 

For convenience to be used in the future, in our corpus, 

emails are labeled according to their number of recipient 

addresses. The labeling method for each email header is as 

follows: 

1) Extract “To”, “CC” and “Delivered-To” fields in the 

email header; 

2) Remove duplicates from “To”, “CC” and 

“Delivered-To” fields, and then combine them to 

“SendToList”; 

3) If there is only one recipient’s email address in 

“SendToList” field, copy the “SendToList” field value to the 

“To” field value and label the identifier field as -1;  

4) Otherwise, i.e., if there is more than one recipient’s 

email address in “SendToList” field, then place the 

recipients’ email addresses (suppose whose number is n) into 

a character string array. Then traverse the array, and copy 

the array contents (i.e., recipients’ email addresses) to the 

“To” field value. Therefore, we obtain n corpus data through 

a mail header file, the identifier field values of these n corpus 

date will be labeled by 0, 1, 2, ..., n-1, respectively. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Four email headers and the corresponding results after labeling. 

 

Fig. 5 shows four mail headers and the corresponding 

results after labeling. H1-H4 represent the ―From‖, ―To‖, 

―CC‖ and ―Delivered-To‖ fields in the four email headers 

shown on the right side of the figure, and the table on the left 

is the result after labeling.  

B. Labeling of Email Sending/Receiving Addresses 

Usually, all emails will go through multiple email servers 

on the Internet before they are finally delivered to their 

recipients. Each email server through which an email goes 

will add a ―Received" message to the email's header, and the 

message is added to the beginning of the ―Received‖ message 

added by previous email servers. Therefore, we can acquire 

the sending/receiving address of an email by analyzing its 
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―Received‖ field. The first ―Received‖ message shows the 

information of the recipient’s email server; and the last 

―Received‖ message shows the information of the sender’s 

email server. These addresses are not the real address of the 

sender or recipient, but the addresses of the email servers they 

used. Some email servers will have the ―X-Originating-IP‖ 

field among their customized fields. The address recorded in 

this field is usually the real IP address of the sender. 

Therefore, in this paper, the ―X-Originating-IP‖ field is also 

extracted, which is used to validate the sender's IP address. 

We can know rough geographical locations of the recipient 

and the sender through these addresses. Fig. 6 shows an 

example of how to get the IP addresses of sender and 

recipient, Fig. 7 shows the result of email sending/receiving 

addresses after labeling.  

C. Labeling of Users' Social Attributes 

As we have known, by our proposed method, the recipient, 

the sender, and other sensitive information in the corpus will 

be encrypted, thus we will not be able to know any social 

attributes of users providing these data. Thus, the usability of 

the corpus will be greatly reduced. In order to obtain the 

social attributes of relevant data, such as their country/region, 

age, language, job nature, professional fields, etc., we 

designed a questionnaire for volunteers about their social 

attributes, which will be submitted to the corpus along with 

their mail headers. Because all sensitive data will be 

encrypted, it is easy to obtain the cooperation of volunteers.  

 

 
Fig. 6. An example of how to obtain the IP address from an email header. 

 

 
Fig. 7. Labeling result of some email sending/receiving addresses. 

 

Currently, the volunteers of the corpus are mainly from the 

Europe & America, China, and Japan. Their language types 

are mainly English and Chinese. Their jobs are mainly 

colleague teachers, university students, company employees, 

and research agency workers. Their professional fields are 

mainly computer technologies, IT technologies, other 

technologies, and commercial trade. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have proposed a method for constructing a 

corpus of email headers with personal privacy protection. By 

use of the method, we have collected nearly 200,000 pieces of 

email data within a short time and built the corpus of email 

headers. This proved that the method is effective and reliable. 

The method for building a corpus of email headers proposed 

in this paper can be applied to other corpus data collection 

work where users’ privacy protection is necessary. 

The corpus of email headers built in this paper meets not 

only the needs of research fields such as community discovery 

and user relationship exploration, but also the needs of 

research fields such as email classification and 

email-header-based recognition of spam emails.  

For future work, we will enrich the corpus of email headers 

we have built, and then conduct researches on it, such as the 

characteristics of e-mail social network, the relationship 

between e-mail received by users and their social attributes, 

spam identification and filtering. 
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